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Minnesota Teacher Sandy Hayes Elected Vice President of NCTE

Members of the National Council of Teachers of English (NCTE) have elected Sandy Hayes as vice
president of the organization. Her term will begin during the NCTE Annual Convention in Orlando, Florida,
November 18-21, 2010.

Hayes, an eighth-grade English teacher at Becker Middle School in Becker, Minnesota, and chair of staff
development in her school district, earned her National Board for Professional Teaching Standards
certification in 1996 and has been a classroom teacher since 1974. A leader in the Minnesota Council of
Teachers of English, she serves as Web editor and fall workshop organizer and is a former president and
former editor of the group’s newsletter and journal.

Her previous work with NCTE includes serving as chair of its Middle Level Section Steering Committee
(2005–2008) and as Middle Level Representative-at-Large on the NCTE Executive Committee (2003–
2005). Hayes is an author or editor of a number of articles on writing, literature, and 21st century
literacies, featured in journals such as Voices from the Middle, Language Arts, Cable in the Classroom,
and Minnesota English Journal. She was the lead author of the ICT (Information and Communication
Technology) Literary Map for English (NCTE and the Partnership for 21st Century Skills), as well as a
contributor to “Teaching Multimodal/Multimedia Literacy,” a chapter in Reading the Past, Writing the
Future, a new book celebrating the 100th anniversary of NCTE in 2011.

Referring to NCTE’s development of a curriculum and instruction framework for 21st century literacies
and other recent work, Hayes said, “We need to go further in illustrating for parents, policymakers, and
the public concrete examples of the quality and dedication of teachers, of the astounding depth of work
engaged students can create, and of the boundaries students can leap by using technology tools like the
ones they must leave in their lockers.

Hayes will succeed Keith Gilyard, professor of English at Pennsylvania State University, who will serve as
president-elect for one year and will then serve a one-year term as president of the Council beginning
November 2011. Hayes will become president-elect in 2011 and will assume the presidency of the
Council during the 2012 Annual Convention.

###

The National Council of Teachers of English, with 50,000 individual and institutional members worldwide,
is dedicated to improving the teaching and learning of English and the language arts at all levels of
education. See NCTE’s other national election results and learn about NCTE’s Centennial Celebration.


